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ABSTRACT

REHABILITATION OF A PCL RECONSTRUCTION: A CASE STUDY

by Ashley Vogds

Due to the lack of literature regarding the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) and surgical/rehabilitation outcomes a consistent prescription is unknown. Therefore practitioner application of rehabilitation, as well as post-surgical treatment, is not standardized. Because of the unknown outcomes with PCL injuries and surgeries, and a lack of investigation on a broad based scale, a case study may aid in understanding some of the intricacies in PCL surgery and rehabilitation. Thus, the purpose of this study was to detail a PCL surgical and rehabilitation case study of a 24-year old male senior collegiate football player who presented with unique complications post surgery and during rehabilitation. The presentation of the athlete’s complications include tibial screw transfixation pain, prolonged healing of incisions, and residual laxity of the knee joint. This case study may aid in further providing information regarding treatment options, surgical procedures, and potential complications encountered in rehabilitation.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Knee injuries account for 15-50% of all sports injuries, with 40% of knee injuries involving the ligaments. Knee injury research has focused primarily on the Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL), emphasizing a lack of understanding of other ligamentous injuries (Margheritini, Rihn, Musahl, Mariani & Jarner, 2002). Posterior Cruciate Ligament (PCL) rupture research is approximately 10 years behind research of the ACL (Johnson, 2003), yet PCL integrity is important as a primary knee stabilizer preventing posterior translation of the tibia on the femur. Knee injury research and popularity has primarily focused on the ACL; this may be because athletes can still function at a high level with an isolated PCL rupture (Margheritini, et al., 2002). The PCL, compared to the ACL, has a secondary role in limiting the amount of external varus and valgus restraint of the knee joint (Lopes et al., 2008, Margheritini, et al., 2002). In addition to these functions, the PCL has twice the strength of the ACL, yet an understanding of the biomechanical role, surgical repair, treatment and rehabilitation is lacking (Margheritini, et al., 2002). The purpose of this study will be to provide information about a specific PCL injury regarding surgical choice, rehabilitation, and complications.

PCL injuries commonly occur in car accidents when the passenger is sitting in the front seat with bent knees (at or around 90 degrees); the driver may abruptly apply the brakes forcing the passenger forward into the dash board. The force of the impact causes the tibia to be translated posteriorly on the femur, possibly causing the PCL to tear (Petrigliamo & McAllister, 2006). In sport, the same type of trauma occurs to cause
injury whereby the PCL is torn by landing on a bent knee with an anterior force on the proximal portion of the tibia, the foot is also planter flexed (Petrigliano & McAllister). This biomechanical situation places the PCL in an elongated taut position which is more likely to rupture.

PCL injury most commonly occurs in football; however, it is important to consider occurrence in all sports (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). The National Hockey League (NHL) has an occurrence rate of one rupture every three years for every team in the league (Margheritini, et al., 2002). Soccer and basketball programs have a PCL rupture incidence rate of 2-4% for all knee injuries (Margheritini, et al.). The National Football League (NFL) pre draft examination discovers 4 to 6 players per year with a PCL tear, which is approximately less than 2% of the draft population. The fact that the players made the draft and were competing for a position on the roster indicates that function is possible without an intact PCL, yet secondary injury and morbidity is unknown (Margheritini, et al.). Therefore, further examination to understand the mechanics of PCL deficient individuals, athlete’s ability to continue activity with minimal deficit, secondary injury, and the efficacy of surgical reconstruction is warranted.

Due to inconclusive literature regarding PCLs and surgical/rehabilitation outcomes, a consistent prescription is unknown. Therefore, practitioner application of rehabilitation, as well as post-surgical treatment is not standardized. Currently unknown outcomes regarding PCL injuries and surgeries exist primarily due to a lack of investigation on a broad based scale. A case study may therefore aid in understanding
some of the intricacies in PCL surgery and rehabilitation. The purpose of this study is to
detail a PCL surgical and rehabilitation case study to further provide information
regarding treatment options, surgical procedures, and potential complications
encountered in rehabilitation.

The information gathered for this research was written with the intent to submit
an article for publication to the *Journal of Athletic Training* (Appendix B). The article is
presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis and contains an abstract, texts, references, and
legends and figures per the *Journal of Athletic Training*’s requirements. Within the
abstract the following should be present: objective, background, differential diagnosis,
treatment, uniqueness, conclusions and keywords. This particular case study examines
the common PCL mechanism of injury where the athlete landed on a bent knee while
diving for a football pass. The orthopedic surgeon recommended surgical repair of the
PCL using the tibial tunnel technique. Approximately one month post surgery, the
athlete developed an abnormal posterior tibial translation on his affected leg when
compared bilaterally. In addition, the athlete had a complication with prolonged incision
healing, and tibial screw pain. Due to knee pain development and effusion present, the
athlete began to wear a valgus unloader brace that seemed to control pain symptoms. The
athlete incurred a prolonged rehabilitation as well as unusual complications. After 11
months, the athlete was able to play in the 2008 football season symptom free; he is
currently pursuing a career in football.

The final chapter contains the extended support material that was originally the
thesis proposal document. The extended support material includes all three sections of
the proposal document, including an introduction chapter, a literature review chapter, and a methods chapter. Following Chapter 3 are the appendices that include human subjects-institutional review board approval (Appendix A) and the *Journal of Athletic Training* author’s guide (Appendix B).

Due to inconclusive research, determination of how to best treat a ruptured PCL is absent. Residual laxity outcomes should be examined to identify reasons as to the occurrence, possible contributions to laxity based on the surgical technique, post surgical rehabilitation, or other unidentified variables. Therefore, a case study that outlines potential complications may lend insight to research regarding surgical technique and clinical outcomes of surgical versus non surgical patients, and a clearer understanding of optimal rehabilitation and treatment techniques.
Chapter 2
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Objective: To present a case study of a 24-year-old male football player who ruptured his posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) while receiving a pass. The research will further provide information regarding treatment options, surgical procedures, and potential complications encountered in rehabilitation.

Background: In athletics, PCL rupture occurs most commonly in football but also transpires in hockey, soccer, and basketball. Athletes may be asymptomatic after a PCL rupture and able to continue to participate, while others experience more severe symptoms resulting in surgical repair. The lack of studies detailing the results of surgery versus nonsurgical treatment precludes practitioners from providing an optimal or standardized treatment routine.

Differential Diagnosis: Posterior lateral corner, lateral meniscus tear.

Treatment: The PCL of this athlete was repaired using the tibial tunnel surgical technique. An Achilles allograft was used for the replacement ligament. Rehabilitation was performed under the direction of a certified athletic trainer and a physical therapist. The rehabilitation consisted of range of motion gains, followed by strength,
proprioception, stability, cardiovascular exercises and, lastly, agility exercises.

**Uniqueness:** Surgical repair of a PCL is not usually the first option of treatment; however, this athlete opted to have the ligament surgically repaired. A month later the athlete developed posterior residual joint laxity. The athlete also had consistent tibial screw pain and was directed to wear a valgus unloader brace for symptoms of pain and medial knee effusion.

**INTRODUCTION**

PCL injuries have been reported to account from 3.4% of the knee ligament injuries, to as high as 16-20%.¹ Due to a lack of outcomes research on treatment and surgical options for the PCL deficient knee, a standard and/or optimal treatment protocol involving surgical and rehabilitative decisions are unknown.² Therefore, practitioner application of rehabilitation, as well as post-surgical treatment are not consistent. The unknown outcomes regarding PCL injuries and surgeries, and a lack of investigation on a broad based scale, a case study may aid in understanding some of the intricacies in PCL surgery and rehabilitation.

The knee accounts for 15-50% of all sports injuries with 40% of these injuries involving the ligaments of the knee.³ Knee injury research and popularity has typically

**Conclusions:** After referring to other outcome studies residual laxity was a common finding in surgically repaired ligaments. However, valgus unloader brace use was not a common treatment course for people with knee pain. Future studies should focus on PCL surgical options and rehabilitation on a larger population so optimal treatment protocols can be developed.

**Key Words:** Surgery, joint laxity, rehabilitation
focused on the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), possibly because a rupture of the ACL may cause more disabling symptoms than an isolated PCL rupture. The purpose of this study was to detail a PCL surgical and rehabilitation case study of a 24-year old male senior collegiate football player who presented with complications post surgery and during rehabilitation. This case study may aid in further providing information regarding treatment options, surgical procedures and potential complications encountered in rehabilitation.

CASE REPORT

Upon human subject review and approval, the patient was asked permission to participate in the study two months post surgery and agreed. The patient also provided consent to the researcher for access to medical records including: orthopedic notes, surgical reports, diagnostic reports, x-ray and Magnetic Resonance Imagining (MRI) films.

The 24-year old male senior football player injured his PCL in the beginning of October 2007. The patient jumped off the ground to catch the football and landed on the proximal tibia while the knee was flexed.

**Figure 1. Arthroscopy of a PCL rupture**

The athlete was evaluated by a certified athletic trainer (ATC) immediately after injury on the field and was also evaluated by an orthopedic surgeon 2 days post injury at a scheduled appointment.

Special tests including Lachman’s, posterior...
drawer, lateral shift, and
McMurray's were preformed
indicating only the PCL was
damaged with no additional
structural damage such as the ACL
or lateral corner and meniscus
involvement. An MRI was
conducted 2 days post injury which
was the same day as the orthopedic
visit due to positive findings with the
clinical examination. The MRI
displayed a PCL rupture (Figure 1).
The orthopedist suggested that a
surgical repair may be best due to the
patient's discomfort and desire to
continue athletic activities.

Surgical arthroscopic
exploration indicated no other
structures were damaged. The
athlete received allograft tibial tunnel
surgical treatment 8 days post injury.
Tissue healing for the first 4 weeks
and light rehabilitation were normal.

Prolonged incision healing was the first
complication noted by the ATC. The
incisions were red and swollen, and a clear
thick exudate was visible at the incision
sites. Keflex was prescribed to treat
infection 4 weeks post surgery; due to this
setback the pool was not utilized to facilitate
gait and range of motion exercises. In
addition to the infection, unexpected
complications occurred during his
rehabilitation 7 weeks after the surgical
treatment. Complications included tibial
screw transfixation pain, prolonged incision
healing, and residual laxity.

Before the laxity was discovered the
first 7 weeks progressed normally through
range of motion, and strength protocols as
directed by the orthopedist, the athlete was
compliant. Range of motion exercises were
not instituted until 2 weeks post surgery.
Knee flexion exercises were instituted at the
beginning of 3 weeks and his brace was locked at 0 degrees during activities of daily living.

One month after the surgery date the postoperative brace was unlocked and the athlete had unlimited range of motion; however, no open chain exercises, running, or jumping was permitted. Closed kinetic chain exercises began 6 weeks post surgery. Forty-nine days after surgery, a posterior laxity was discovered. The athlete reported to rehabilitation stating he could translate his own tibia posteriorly, and upon examination he had a positive posterior drawer. The athlete’s orthopedist was contacted and an immediate appointment was made. The surgeon ordered the athlete to wear his post surgical brace locked at 0° for one week. Flexion was to be avoided for that week. The orthopedist aspirated 30cc of fluid from the knee and then injected a steroid.

Early December 2008, 3 months after the initial injury, the athlete began to have locking symptoms; he had to bend and straighten his own knee multiple times to achieve normal range of motion and activity when this symptom occurred. An observational philosophy was taken by the orthopedist pertaining to the symptoms, so no further limitations were made and progression was ordered. After removal from the straight leg brace, the athlete began exercising again. In mid January the athlete was cleared by the orthopedist to begin light jumping, shuffling, and closed kinetic strength exercises. Due to the athlete’s condition and fear of setback, the athlete was taken to the pool to begin high knees, jumping and fast paced walking, and deep water running. Two weeks after the pool
rehabilitation began, the athlete participated in 2 days per week of running on a track and light jumping on land. Strength exercises occurred 3 times per week, with the objective to increase stability and proprioceptive awareness to decrease unstable sensations. By early February 2008, 5 months after the initial injury, the athlete began developing tibial screw pain with deceleration and jumping activities. Another surgery was recommended to address the continued laxity, which was thought to be the cause of patellar pain, joint effusion, and joint locking. Upon a second MRI ordered by the orthopedist, 6 months post surgery, the athlete was found to have posterior horn medial meniscus tear, chondral erosions and fraying of the chondra; however, the PCL remained intact. The orthopedic stated another surgery to repair the damaged structures may be in order; however, the patient declined the surgery and sought a second opinion.

A second orthopedic surgeon recommended the athlete wear a 5 degree valgus unloader brace at all times.

Figure 2. Valgus unloader brace

The beginning of June 2008, 8 months post surgery, a third MRI indicated a mildly stretched PCL with fibers still in congruence, no further medial chondral loss, chronic posterior horn meniscal tear, and a
decrease in joint effusion. The tibial screw was removed in the beginning of August 2008 due to chronic pain and irritation at the site.

The 2008 football season began in early August; however, the athlete did not participate until mid September 2008. The athlete’s only restriction back to participation in mid September was for him to wear his functional knee brace; he had no residual problems associated with his knee. Currently, the athlete is training for a post college football career and has minimal discomfort with his high intensity workouts. The participant was chosen for this study because PCL reconstruction is rare and the use of the valgus unloader brace is an uncommon treatment route, although it decreased the athlete’s symptoms allowing for continued rehabilitation. Residual laxity is noted multiple times throughout literature; however, it may not be well known that residual laxity is a common outcome post surgery.1,2,4,5,6,7

DISCUSSION

PCL injury most commonly occurs in football; however, it is important to consider occurrence in all sports.8 The National Hockey League (NHL) has an occurrence rate of one rupture every three years for every team in the league.3 Soccer and basketball programs have a PCL rupture incidence rate of 2-4% for all knee injuries.3 The National Football League (NFL) pre draft examination discovers 4 to 6 players per year having a PCL tear. A definite decision for treatment including surgery or conservative care, type of surgery, post surgical rehabilitation, or a combination of treatments are not delineated in the literature. Therefore, an understanding of
typical complications and optimal regimes are elusive.

**Surgical Options**

Multiple surgical techniques are currently used to treat a PCL rupture, the techniques include tibial inlay vs. tibial tunnel, double vs. single femoral tunnels, posterior inlay with either a single or double bundle, and allograft vs. autograft. Each technique has its own complication such as killer turn development by way of the tibial tunnel technique, added surgical time with the tibial inlay technique, disease risk, or graft rejection occurring with allograft use. Currently, literature stating which surgical option should be used as the gold standard for treatment is lacking.

Two important concepts in PCL surgical repair are tibial inlay and tibial tunnel involving the killer turn (Figure 3). Depending on the surgical technique chosen, either tibial inlay or tibial tunnel can be used to repair the ruptured PCL. The tibial inlay technique avoids the possibility of killer turn development, which could lead to graft elongation and added stress onto the graft during crucial healing time of the new graft.

Important distinctions exist between the two techniques; the tibial tunnel technique allows the patient to stay supine throughout the procedure; however, it creates the killer turn and increases graft elongation and thinning. The tibial inlay begins with the patient supine and then ends with the patient prone; while prone, the gastrocnemious and semitendinosus are distracted to the side to expose the posterior structures. The tibial inlay technique does
take an additional 15 minutes but does not require tourniquet use, which allows for homeostasis.\textsuperscript{11} Inserting the graft from the dorsal side of the body allows for a more accurate anatomic insertion of the PCL onto the tibia, thus avoiding complications with the killer turn.\textsuperscript{11} More outcome studies need to be completed so an optimal surgical treatment can be provided.

The athlete in this case study incurred a tibial tunnel single bundle surgical technique. Upon visiting the orthopedist follow-up MRIs showed the PCL was still intact with no signs of rupture, only distal fraying, which might suggest that the killer turn was not the cause of graft laxity nor was placing the graft to superior. The cause of the fraying or additional complications is complex and generally unknown given the multiple variables from surgical technique to post-operative rehabilitation.

Another surgical consideration is whether bundle replacement of the PCL...
should be single or double. If a single bundle repair is conducted, then the anterior portion of the PCL bundle will be reconstructed due to its superior size and stiffness compared to the posterior bundle.\textsuperscript{11} After the repair, the patient will have only one bundle present.\textsuperscript{12} However, Nyland\textsuperscript{13} indicated that the anterior bundle alone failed to restore normal knee joint mobility, while Cooper\textsuperscript{10} reported satisfactory results with a single bundle reconstruction. The double bundle technique has been theorized to restore knee kinematics, although current literature is inconclusive.\textsuperscript{6,14} Due to the multiple surgical options and lack of an operative gold standard, surgical complications are unpredictable. As a medical professional it may have been beneficial for the ATC to be more knowledgeable about the functional outcome to help the athlete make a treatment decision. Conservative treatment was not part of the plan in the presented case study but may need to be assessed for patients on an individual basis. Outcomes research has suggested positive gains from a non-surgical route.\textsuperscript{15,3} However, this particular case study does not provide any insight into rehabilitation as a sole treatment plan for PCL rupture.

There are a few reasons why surgery may not restore PCL function completely, including incorrect tunnel placement,\textsuperscript{1} high graft forces during the maturation phase of graft remodeling,\textsuperscript{2} complexity of fiber pattern, femoral footprint attachment awareness, and killer turn development.\textsuperscript{10} Healing times and rehabilitation alteration may occur if injury to other structures such as the posterior lateral corner need to be repaired versus an isolated PCL injury. In
addition, the PCL has a complex
fiber pattern that is exceedingly
difficult to replicate. The femoral
footprint is large, causing a wide
variation of tension throughout the
knee range of motion. If a graft
has excess tension during the
remodeling phase of tissue
maturation, it may be in an
everlastingly stretched position, thus
possibly creating posterior residual
laxity. Surgical placement of the
tibial tunnel is difficult and, as stated
earlier, is an important factor when
considering the outcome of success,
and, lastly, there may be
development of increased graft stress
and elongation. The athlete’s
reason for residual laxity is
unknown. Some reasons for the
laxity may include early range of
motion during crucial graft healing
time, poor positioning of the femoral tunnel,
killer turn complication, or surgical
technique. Considering the multiple
variables that can inhibit unremarkable
healing, rehabilitation protocol(s) has/have
not been defined. A better understanding of
PCL reconstruction and rehabilitation may
aid in advising health care providers on
optimal rehabilitation plans to minimize
graft elongation and proper placement of the
graft and tunnel.

Conservative rehabilitation is also
another treatment option if the athlete does
not qualify for surgery or elects not to have
the procedure. To treat the injury non-
operatively, the knee should be placed in an
extension brace and non weight bearing to
partial weight bearing for two weeks. With
the knee in full extension, the tibia is
reduced, preventing posterior sag, and keeps
the hamstring from contracting, thus pulling
the tibia posterior. Furthermore, in full
extension the least amount of tension is applied to the anterolateral portion of the PCL bundle allowing it to heal effectively.³ Range of motion can then be introduced slowly along with quadriceps strengthening.⁸ Return to activity can vary from 4 to 6 weeks. For grade III tears with no other complications, rehabilitation may take 3 to 4 months.⁸

Due to multiple treatment options and no standardized surgical care of the ruptured PCL, treatment may be dependent on the orthopedist’s experiences. More research needs to be conducted on the athletic population and the functionality of the newly repaired PCL once they have returned to sport. Included in this research should be information regarding rehabilitation and documentation on posterior residual laxity. Researching this information may allow for orthopedics to determine treatment specifically for the injured athlete and may help decide if surgical treatment should occur immediately post injury or if conservative treatment can be used to allow the athlete to play through the remainder of the season.

Outcome Studies

Consideration regarding research articles pertaining to surgical and non surgical treatment variations should be reviewed based on several criteria, including return to participation, length of rehabilitation, surgical outcome data, and patient satisfaction.¹⁵ Conservative treatment should be the initial choice since the level of functional disability rather than the objective instability is the primary factor in assessment.¹⁵ Another consideration is the long term effects of the injury if it is not treated appropriately, including increased
clinical instability and arthritic changes. These considerations, however, are debatable due to the lack of patient pre injury chondral wear patterns.\textsuperscript{12}

The current surgery options have inconsistent results and do not appear to completely resolve abnormal posterior laxity.\textsuperscript{2} MacGilivray\textsuperscript{12} suggests no difference between tibial inlay or tunnel technique when comparing the outcomes in posterior drawer, functional testing, Lysholm, Tenger, and American Academy of Orthopedic Surgery (AAOS) knee scores. Inconclusive research was determined when considering double or single bundle techniques. In studies done by Cooper\textsuperscript{10}, Garofalo\textsuperscript{14}, and Nyland\textsuperscript{13}, success in PCL reconstruction was found in both single and double bundle techniques. Conservative treatment is suggested to be effective when no other knee structures are involved and no PCL avulsion is present.\textsuperscript{15,16} With conservative treatment a decrease in activity is warranted. Sixty five percent of the patients with injured PCLs are limited in activities, 90% have knee pain during activity, 43% have knee pain when walking, and 45% have swelling present.\textsuperscript{15}

Since only the PCL was damaged to the athlete in this case study, with no other structures harmed, conservative treatment may also have worked for the athlete presented in this case study.

CONCLUSIONS

Outcome studies which clearly define treatment and surgical protocol are needed to thoroughly benefit athletic patients who incur a PCL injury. Current research suggests that people who suffer a grade III rupture combined with other
damage to the knee will benefit from surgical repair. However, outcomes in the literature as well as this particular case indicate residual laxity is a possibility with potential for setbacks, such as a decrease in stability and surface degeneration. A better understanding of the outcome will also provide a platform for rehabilitation specialists to devise plans to match the surgical technique and patient needs.
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Chapter 3
EXTENDED SUPPORT MATERIALS
Introduction

Knee injuries account for 15-50% of all sports injuries, with 40% of these injuries involving the ligaments of the knee (Margeritini, Rihn, Musahl, Mariani & Jarner, 2002). Knee injury research and popularity has typically focused on the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), possibly because a rupture of the ACL may cause more disabling symptoms than an isolating Posterior Cruciate Ligament (PCL) rupture. Because ACL injury has been a focal point of research, studies regarding the (PCL) are limited. PCL rupture research is approximately 10 years behind research of the ACL (Johnson, 2003), yet PCL integrity is important as a primary knee stabilizer preventing posterior translation of the tibia on the femur. The PCL furthermore, has a secondary role in limiting the amount of external varus and valgus forces (Lopes et al., 2008, Margheritini, et al., 2002). In addition to these functions, the PCL has two times the strength of the ACL (Margheritini, et al., 2002).

PCL injuries commonly occur in car accidents when the passenger is sitting in the front seat with bent knees (at or around 90 degrees), and the driver may abruptly apply the brakes forcing the passenger forward into the dash board. The force of the impact causes the tibia to be forced posteriorly on the femur, possibly causing the PCL to tear (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). In sport, the same type of trauma occurs to cause injury whereby the PCL is torn by landing on a bent knee with an anterior force on the proximal portion of the tibia, the foot is also planter flexed (Petrigliano & McAllister). This biomechanical situation places the PCL in an elongated taut position which increases the PCL chance of rupture.
The injury is most commonly occurs in football; however, it is important to consider occurrence in all sports (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). The National Hockey League (NHL) has an occurrence rate of one rupture every three years for every team in the league (Margheritini et al., 2002). Soccer and basketball programs have a PCL rupture incidence rate of 2-4% for all knee injuries (Margheritini et al.). The National Football League (NFL) pre-draft examination discovers 4 to 6 players, which is approximately less than 2 percent of the draft population per year having a PCL tear. The fact that the players made the draft and were competing for a position on the roster indicates that function is possible without an intact PCL, yet secondary injury and morbidity is unknown (Margheritini et al.). Therefore, further examination to understand the mechanics of PCL deficient individuals, their ability to continue activity with minimal deficit, secondary injury, and the efficacy of surgical reconstruction is warranted.

Surgical construction of the PCL is currently experimental, lacking a gold standard of care because at certain degrees of knee flexion the graft is as lax as the PCL pre-surgery status (Gill, DeFrate, Wang, Carey, Zayontz, & Zarins, 2003). The surgical techniques currently instituted, but not standardized are: tibial inlay, tibial tunnel, and single and double bundle techniques. Surgical repair is determined based on the grade of tear and other affected structures that are damaged. Currently, no standardized technique exists, unlike anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction, due to lack of outcome research on PCL surgery and rehabilitation. Unlike the ACL, the PCL has received
considerably less research attention in determining how to rehabilitate and treat the injury (Davis, Goltz, Fithian, & D'Lima, 2006).

Due to inconclusive literature regarding PCLs and surgical/rehabilitation outcomes a consistent prescription is unknown. Therefore, practitioner application of rehabilitation, as well as post-surgical treatment, is not standardized. Due to the unknown outcomes with PCL injuries and surgeries, and a lack of investigation on a broad based scale, a case study may aid in understanding some of the intricacies in PCL surgery and rehabilitation. Thus the purpose of this study is to detail a PCL surgical and rehabilitation case study to further provide information regarding treatment options, surgical procedures, and potential complications encountered in rehabilitation.

Problem Statement

The purpose of this study will be to present a case study of a 24-year old male football player who ruptured his PCL while receiving a pass; the research will further provide information regarding treatment options, surgical procedures, and potential complications encountered in rehabilitation.

Assumptions

The assumption of this case study is that other surgically repaired PCLs may have similar post surgical complications, such as tibial screw transfixation pain, prolonged healing of incisions, residual laxity of the knee joint, and may be applicable to future treatment and rehabilitation.
Delimitations

This case study is delimited to a single male collegiate football player who sustained a PCL rupture. He reports the following post surgical reconstructive complications: tibial screw transfixation pain, prolonged healing of incisions, and residual laxity of the knee joint.

Limitations

The limitations of this case study include a lack of control over external factors that may have affected this case, the athlete’s post surgical healing response, and the athletic trainer’s time away from the athlete. In addition, this study is not meant to be indicative of translating to the general population or other athletes.

Definitions

Medical Terminology

Allograft. A type of transplant tissue that is obtained from another member of like species (Venus, 1997).

Autograft. Tissue removed from one part of a person’s body and relocated to another location within the same body (Venus, 1997).

Full Range of Motion (FROM). Complete movement of a joint, such as in the knee, without any restriction to movement (Davis, 1997).

Killer turn. An acute bend around the proximal posterior tibia that is developed when the tibial tunnel technique is used to repair the PCL (Weimann et al. 2007).
Posterior Cruciate ligament (PCL). One of the two cruciate ligaments of the knee; it is the stronger of the two cruciates, and arises from the posterior part of the intercondylar area of the tibia (Moore & Agur, 1995).

Posterior Drawer. A special test used to determine the amount of laxity present due to a PCL rupture, the knee is flexed to 90 degrees, the foot is in a neutral position, and force is exerted in a posterior direction at the proximal tibial plateau (Prentice, 2003).

Reconstruction. The surgical repair or restoration of a damaged body tissue, (Davis, 1997).

Tibial Inlay. A surgical technique where a posterior arthrotomy is preformed and a small osseous recess is created in the posterior portion of the tibia at the posterior insertion of the PCL (Oakes, Markolf, McWilliams, Young & McAllister, 2002).

Tibial Tunnel. A surgical technique where the graft must make an acute turn around the posterior component of the tibia (Oakes et al., 2002).

**General Terminology**


Orthopedist. A person who restores normalcy to the deformities of the musculoskeletal system due to injury (Prentice, 2003).
Rehabilitation. The process of treatment and education that help disabled individuals to attain maximum function, a sense of well being and a personally satisfying level of independence (Davis, 1997).

Surgeon. A medical practitioner who specializes in surgery (Davis, 1997).

Surgery. A branch of medicine dealing with manual and operative procedures for the correction of deformities and defects within the body, in addition it is the repair of injuries and a form of treatment for certain diseases (Davis, 1997).

Summary

PCL rupture treatment outcome data is currently inconclusive, thus assessment of the most effective way to treat the injury is unknown. Literature regarding PCL surgical and rehabilitative outcomes is needed to aid health care professionals’ awareness of the many treatment options so the most effective treatment route can be chosen. Thus the purpose of this study is to detail a PCL surgical and rehabilitation case study to further provide information regarding treatment options, surgical procedures, and potential complications encountered in rehabilitation. This case study may aid in better knowledge to properly help choose an effective treatment option and make medical professionals aware of surgical outcome possibilities. This case study will be submitted to the *Journal of Athletic Training* for publication.
Literature Review

Introduction

The knee accounts for 15-50% of all sports injuries, and 40% of these injuries involve the ligaments in the knee (Margeritini, Rihn, Musahl, Mariani & Jarner, 2002). Knee injury research of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) receives more attention than the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) (Johnson, 2003). In fact, it is stated by Don Johnson (2003) that PCL research is at least 10 years behind research of the ACL, possibly because more people injure the ACL.

The PCL can be injured commonly in motor vehicle accidents and sports such as football, the most common sport to have the injury, and skiing (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). Surgical reconstruction of the PCL is debated because at certain degrees of knee flexion the graft is more lax than pre injury status (Gill, DeFrate, Wang, Carey, Zayontz & Zarins 2003). Residual laxity is documented in the literature as a common outcome of surgery (Lipscomb et al., 1993, Nyland, Hester, Caborn, 2002, Oakes, Markolf, McWilliams, Young, McAllister, 2002). Surgical repair is determined depending on the grade of tear, and if other structures in addition to the PCL are damaged. Multiple surgical techniques are possible when repairing the PCL: tibial inlay, tibial tunnel, and double and single bundle techniques. A thorough anatomy of the knee allows for better surgical treatment and the understanding of the biomechanics of the PCL. Outcome research of surgical and conservative treatment for PCL injury is lacking and, therefore, inconclusive. Thus, further research and literature are necessary to determine when a
certain situation warrants surgery and what technique should be used, in addition to appropriate rehabilitation.

**Anatomy of the Knee**

The knee joint is considered a hinge joint, although not a true hinge joint due to rotational movements (Prentice, 2003). Multiple components, such as the bones, muscles, cruciate ligaments, collateral ligaments, and joint surfaces must work in synchronicity for the leg to function properly. In order to comprehend the biomechanical requirement of knee movement the anatomical structures must be defined. Four bones constitute the knee joint: the femur, tibia, fibula and the patella, which is the largest sesamoid bone in the body. The femur is conformed convex at the distal end so it can articulate with the patella and the plateau of the tibia. Attached to the tibia are two fibrocartilages called menisci that deepen the plateaus of the tibia allowing for increased cushion and stabilization. The knee musculature involved with flexion is biceps femoris, semitendinosus, semimembranosus, gracilis, sartorius, gastronemius, popliteus, and plantaris muscles. Knee extension is produced by the vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, vastus intermedius, and the rectus femoris. Both the knee flexor and extensor muscles serve as dynamic stabilizers of the knee. External rotation of the tibia is produced by biceps femoris, while internal rotation is produced by the popliteal, semitendinosus, semimembranosus, sartorius, and gracilis muscles. The joint capsule itself is the largest capsule within the body, with four regions of the capsule reinforced by different anatomical structures. The posterolateral corner is reinforced by the iliotibial band (IT), the popliteus, biceps femoris, lateral collateral ligament (LCL), and the arcuate ligament;
postermedial corner is reinforced by the medial collateral ligament (MCL), pes anserinus tendons, semimembranosus and posterior oblique ligament; anteriorlateral corner is reinforced by the IT band, patellar tendon, and lateral patellar retinaculum; and, lastly, the anteromedial corner is supported by the superficial MCL and the medial patella retinaculum. These structures are static stabilizers of the knee (Prentice, 2003).

The structures that compose the knee are either static or dynamic stabilizers of the joint. The lateral collateral ligament (LCL), the arcuate ligament complex, the fabellofibular ligament, and the posterior horn of the lateral meniscus compose the lateral part of the posterior capsule (Margeritini et al., 2002). Of these structures the dynamic stabilizers are the popliteus complex, the biceps tendon and the ileotibial tract (Margeritini et al.). When examining these structures, the LCL and the popliteus complex are considered the focal stabilizers providing varus and external rotatory stability to the knee (Margeritini et al.). Static and dynamic components make up the popliteus complex. The static stabilizers consist of the popliteofibular ligament, the popliteotibial fascicles, and the popliteomensical fascicles, all of these originate from the popliteus tendon and insert onto fibula, the tibia, and the meniscus (Margeritini et al.). The importance of static and dynamic stabilizers should be considered because without both types of stabilizers fine movements preformed with accuracy may not be able to be completed. Also, without these stabilizers muscular endurance and precise movement within the joint may not be as possible due to quicker fatigue by the larger muscle groups.

The medial collateral ligament (MCL) and the lateral collateral ligament (LCL),
provide stability to the knee as well as keep the knee in alignment for biomechanical movement. The MCL has two components, the superficial and the posterior portions. The posterior part connects onto the capsular ligament and the semimembranous, portions of the semimembranous muscle connects to the medial meniscus and pulls the meniscus backward during flexion, therefore damage to the MCL may put increased pressure onto the meniscus causing damage. The LCL attaches to the lateral meniscus, the lateral meniscus also attaches to the ligament of Wrisberg and the popliteal tendon; if these structures are damaged, mechanical compensation would occur elsewhere in the knee, decreasing stability and adding to potential secondary injuries (Prentice, 2003).

The anatomy of the knee and specifically the PCL is a detailed complex. Due to the lack of PCL research, specifics regarding the anatomical orientation are not well known. The PCL orientation begins at the posterior tibia 1cm below the joint line and continues anteromedially to the lateral portion of the medial femoral condyle (Margeritini et al., 2002). On average the PCL is between 32mm and 38mm long and has a cross sectional area of 31.2mm, which is 1.5 times that of the ACL cross-sectional area (Margeritini et al.). Two components compose the PCL, the anterior and posterior bundles (Margeritini et al.). While the insertion sites of the two bundles are equal in size, the anterior bundle is larger, stronger, and stiffer (Margeritini et al.). The two different bundles each are taut at different ranges of motion; for example, when the knee is in full flexion the anterior bundle is taut, whereas in full extension the posterior bundle is taut (Margeritini et al.). Although the bundles have been separately measured for tensile strength in situ situations, neither bundle was stronger than the other, which demonstrates
that both bundles may be needed to restore normal kinematic function (Harner et al., 2000). Without proper restoration the possibility of instability and/or arthritic changes is possible (Harner et al.).

The origin and insertion footprints of the PCL must also be discussed since they will be important components of the femoral tunnel portion of the surgical procedure. In a 20 cadaveric knee study conducted by Lopes et al., (2008) the femoral footprint was a semicircle in 15 of the 20 knees, and oval shaped in five. Lopes et al., also determined the attachment to be concave in 19 of the knees and flat in one. The average size of the PCL attachment site was 33.82 mm$^2$, the posterior bundle was 16.13 mm$^2$ while the anterior bundle was 23.95 mm$^2$. Using digital imaging, an osseous prominence, named the medial intercondylar ridge was located and travels through the entire femoral footprint. In 8 of the 20 knees another osseous ridge, was identified as traveling between the anterior and posterior bundles of the PCL. More research needs to be conducted on the femoral footprint so orthopedics can accurately place the femoral tunnel, for the PCL reconstruction. In relation to the tibial tunnel multiple sources determined the femoral tunnel location to be more important than the tibial tunnel due to graft forces (Lopes et al., 2008). No research was identified that discusses the tibial insertion footprint of the PCL.

In addition to the bundles, two meniscalfemoral ligaments, Wrisberg (posterior) and Humphry (anterior) travel alongside the PCL and provide stability to the lateral meniscus; however, presence of these ligaments is variable, and the importance of the ligaments is also inconsistent throughout the literature (Margeritini et al., 2002). Both
ligaments originate from the posterior horn of the lateral meniscus and continue along side of the PCL and insert anterior and posterior to the PCL on the medial femoral condyle (Margeritini et al.). If either of these meniscalfemoral ligaments is damaged, more stress can be placed onto the menisci, causing further damage to other structures due to compensation. Another structure in the complex is the popliteus ligament, the structure is responsible for aiding in knee flexing and unlocking the joint from extension; this ligament is also attached to the lateral collateral ligament, so damage to this ligament may have compensating consequences on the menisci (Moore & Agur, 1995). Studies have indicated that when the knee is at 90 degrees of flexion the maximum potential for translation can occur at the joint (Margeritini et al., 2002). With this known, posterior lateral structures of the knee can also be damaged, and those structures need to be considered during surgical or rehabilitative intervention. Knowing the anatomy of the knee and the structures that have potential for being damaged allows for a comprehensive awareness of what could be damaged after the mechanism has occurred.

Mechanism of Injury

PCL injury most commonly occurs in car accidents when the passenger is sitting in the front of the seat with his or her knee bent (at or around 90 degrees), the driver may abruptly apply the brakes forcing the passenger into the dashboard; the force of the impact causes the tibia to be forced posteriorly on the femur, possibly causing the PCL to tear (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). In athletics the same mechanism of trauma causes PCL injury. The PCL is torn by landing on a bent knee with an anterior force on the proximal portion of the tibia, the foot is also planter flexed (Petrigliano & McAllister).
Football is the most common sport to sustain PCL injury (Petrigliano & McAllister), followed by baseball and skiing (Margheritini et al., 2002). Football, baseball, and skiing all have high contact forces and less pivoting and cutting, which may be why these sports have higher incidence rates than a sport like basketball (Margheritini et al.).

In addition to this mechanism of injury, hyperextension or hyperflexion of the knee with a force to the proximal tibia can also cause a tear (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). Although landing on a bent knee with the force on the proximal tibia accounts for most of the occurrences, 51.6% of athletes are unable to remember a specific instance of injury, and the knee does not start to be problematic until after the fall occurs later on in life (Petrigliano & McAllister). For the lateral corner to be involved there has to be a form of rotation that occurs simultaneously (Petrigliano & McAllister). In addition to an athlete’s lack of recall to a specific instance, low incidence of PCL rupture may occur because the direction of the force and the amount of force does not commonly occur in athletics. Secondly, as previously stated, the PCL has a higher tensile load than other ligaments within the knee, and, lastly, there is often no symptoms of instability when comparing the injury to an ACL rupture (Margheritini et al., 2002).

**Diagnosis of Injury**

Three different severity grades exist to define PCL damage. In a normal knee the tibia is one centimeter anterior to the femoral condyles (Davis et al., 2006). Grade I has the least amount of damage and laxity present; the tibia is still anterior to the femoral condyles but a regression of 0-5 mm is felt with a posterior drawer test (Davis et al.). If the tibia is 5-10 mm, or equal to the femoral condyles, a grade II tear is present (Davis et
al.). Lastly, if the tibia can be pushed beyond the condyles, a grade III injury is present (10+ mm) (Davis et al.). A grade III tear has an increased possibility that other structures are involved.

Diagnosing the grade of PCL injury should include assessment of other structures in the knee for possible injury. The posterior medial corner (PMC) and posterior lateral corner (PLC) of the knee need to be checked for injury. As much as 60% of PCL tears involve the lateral structures (Margeritini et al., 2002).

To determine the extent of these injuries, the dial and pivot shift tests may be used (Starkey & Ryan 2002). The dial test, also known as the external rotation test, for posterolateral knee instability is used to determine isolated arcuate ligament damage, trauma to the PCL, and posterolateral knee structure damage. The patient is lying prone and the knees are flexed to 30°; using the medial boarder of the foot as a reference mark, the examiner will grasp the heels and rotate the feet externally; a comparison is made between feet and the test is repeated with the knees at 90°. A positive test is a 10° difference between feet. A 10° disparity at 30° but not 90° indicates injury to the arcuate complex and the posterolateral structures. A 10° difference at 30° and 90° indicates trauma to the PCL posterolateral structures and the arcuate complex. Lastly if there is a 10° difference at 90° and not 30° indicates an isolated PCL tear. The pivot shift test, or the lateral pivot shift test, evaluates the posterolateral capsule, arcuate ligament, and the IT band. No degree difference at 30° or 90° was identified upon orthopedic special tests suggesting there was no lateral damage to the knee of the patient.
For the pivot shift test, the patient will be lying supine, the examiner will be standing at the side of the leg being tested. The hand furthest from the patient’s head will grasp the heel and the other hand will be placed around the lateral joint line. The foot will be internally rotated to 20°, and the leg will be in full extension. While maintaining this position, a valgus force will be applied at the knee while the knee is brought into flexion. A positive test will be the femur reducing on the tibia in the degree range of 30-40. When the leg is brought back into extension, a subluxation will be felt at the lateral knee. This test may be indicative of a posterolateral capsule, arcuate ligament complex, or the IT band.

The patient lays supine and the examiner stands on the injured side of the body for the pivot shift test. One hand of the examiner grasps the heel and internally rotates the tibia 20°; the knee will be in extension and sagging; the opposite hand of the examiner grasps the posterior lateral knee at the tibiofibular joint and applies increasing internal rotation. While the knee is flexed, a valgus force will be applied. A positive test will be the tibia reducing on the femur while the leg is flexed in the range of 30° to 40°, during extension a subluxation will be felt (Starkey & Ryan, 2002).

The meniscus should also be evaluated for a possible tear; McMurray’s, Apley’s compression, and duck walking tests may be used to rule out this injury (Starkey & Ryan, 2002). McMurray’s positive test will present with popping, clicking, or locking of the knee or a similar pain produced with activity. The patient should lie on his or her back while the examiner stands next to the knee being tested. One hand of the examiner will cup the heel of the patient while the other hand is placed on the joint line of the knee.
tested. Three motions of the knee will then be made: 1) with the knee bent as much as possible, the tibia is not rotated internally or externally, but in a neutral position, and a valgus stress is applied while the knee is extended through a full range of motion (FROM); 2) the tibia is then internally rotated by the hand positioned at the heel, a valgus stress is applied while the knee is extended and flexed through a FROM, 3) the tibia is externally rotated by the hand positioned at the heel, and a valgus stress is applied while the knee is extended and flexed through a FROM. Apley's compression also tests for meniscal tears, and a positive test occurs when pain is present with the compression component and is absent with the distraction component. The patient lies on his or her stomach and the knee is flexed to 90°. The examiner stands at the side of the patient being tested. The heel will be grasped as a downward rotating pressure is applied while flexing and extending the knee. The distraction test consists of the examiner grasping onto the heel of the patient and placing the other hand on the distal hamstring group. The hand holding the heel will apply an upward pressure while the hand on the hamstrings will keep the leg from rising off the table. Internal and external rotation will also occur with flexion and extension of the knee (Starkey & Ryan).

The duck walking test is performed with the patient squatting in a catcher's position and taking steps forward; a positive test will be pain while performing this activity. The importance of testing these ligaments will allow the surgeon to decide whether a conservative route should be taken, or if surgery should be done to repair the damage to the posterolateral stability of the knee. Therefore, degree of damage to any of the structures should be identified and often the meniscalfemoral ligaments may not be
considered in the clinical setting. Practitioners who are unable to assess meniscalfemoral ligaments with special tests may need to employ a referral for MRI, which may be more sensitive for diagnosis tissue damage. The integrity of meniscalfemoral ligaments, Humphry and Wrisberg, need to be evaluated and may be done so by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or Posterior drawer. If these ligaments are injured, stability to the lateral meniscus can be compromised, (Margeritini et al., 2002), thus creating a positive special test for meniscal pathology.

Clinical evaluation is only one way and typically the preliminary evaluation used to determine the extent of the injury: weight bearing radiographs, stress graphs, (MRI) and bone scans are all possible imaging evaluative tools. The gold standard for a diagnostic tool is the MRI, which can determine the location of the PCL rupture, and indicate possible damage to other ligaments, menisci, and cartilage in the knee (Wind, Bergfeld & Parker, 2004). The MRI has been reported to have between 96% and 100% sensitivity and specificity in detecting PCL rupture; however, in chronic grade I and II injuries the PCL may look normal, so physical examination is more important (Margheritini et al., 2002, Wind et al., 2004). Radiographs are also useful to rule out any avulsion fractures or posterior sagging (Wind et al., 2004). Stress radiographs allow for the amount of posterior translation to be accurately known without being invasive (Wind et al.).

MRI or diagnostic imaging ordered by a physician will allow for a more triangulated diagnosis by providing information as to where the rupture occurred in the PCL, if it is a PCL isolation injury, if other structures are damaged, and to what extent.
Once the imaging has been done and the impressions have been made, the surgeon may have a better idea if surgery should be warranted or if a conservative approach should be taken for healing to occur. Knowing what structures are damaged will also allow the physician to determine a rehabilitation protocol.

Treatment

With a complete rupture of the PCL, other anatomical structures may be involved in the injury. Two treatment routes can be advanced for an isolated PCL tear: non-operative and operative.

Operative treatment is recommended for individuals who have a grade III instability with other ligamentous damage. Surgery should be performed between 2 to 3 weeks post injury date to reduce the amount of scarring that could develop (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). With operative treatment, an allograft of the Achilles tendon is the preferred tissue to replace the PCL (Petrigliano & McAllister). The Achilles is similar to the PCL because it has large quantity of collagen, and it splits easily into the anterior and posterior bundles of the PCL (Petrigliano & McAllister). The calcaneous portion of the graft allows for a quality fixation to the tibia (Petrigliano & McAllister).

Grades I and II are usually treated non-operatively; however, if there is other structural instability to the knee, surgery should be considered (Petrigliano & Mcallister, 2006). To treat the injury non-operatively, the knee should be placed in an extension brace and non weight bearing to partial weight bearing for 2 weeks (Petrigliano & McAllister). With the knee in full extension, the tibia is reduced, preventing posterior sag and keeps the hamstring from contracting, thus pulling the tibia posterior.
(Margheritini et al., 2002). Furthermore, in full extension the least amount of tension is applied to the anterolateral portion of the PCL bundle, allowing it to heal effectively (Margheritini et al.). Range of motion can then be introduced slowly along with quadriceps strengthening (Petrigliano & McAllister). Return to activity can vary from 4 to 6 weeks. For grade III tears with no other complications, rehabilitation may take 3 to 4 months (Petrigliano & McAllister).

**Surgical Techniques**

Multiple surgical techniques are currently under research, including: tibial inlay vs. tibial tunnel, double vs. single femoral tunnels, posterior inlay with either a single or double bundle, and allograft vs. autograft (Johnson, 2003). Each technique has its own complication, such as killer tunnel development, added surgical time, or disease risk. Currently, literature stating which surgical option should be used as the gold standard for treatment is lacking.

Two important differences in tibial inlay and tibial tunnel surgical concepts of PCL repair involve killer turn development. Depending on the surgical technique chosen, either tibial inlay or tibial tunnel can be used to repair the ruptured PCL. The tibial inlay technique avoids the possibility of killer turn development, which could lead to graft elongation and added stress onto the graft during crucial healing time of the new graft (Cooper & Stewart, 2004).

Important distinctions exist between the two techniques; one is the position of the patient during surgery. The tibial tunnel technique allows the athlete to stay supine throughout the surgery, and the tibial inlay begins with the patient supine and then ends
with the patient prone; while prone, the gastrocnemius and semitendinosus are distracted to the side to expose the posterior structures. The tibial inlay technique does take an additional 15 minutes but does not require tourniquet use, which allows for homeostasis (Wind et al., 2004). Inserting the graft from the dorsal side of the body allows for a more accurate anatomic insertion of the PCL onto the tibia, and this technique also avoids complications with the killer turn. One technique has not been identified as superior over the other, but, more outcome studies need to be completed so a gold standard of treatment can be known.

The tibial tunnel technique creates a sharp turn at the exit of the tibial tunnel, thereby creating the complication of the killer turn (Wind et al., 2004). The killer turn is a phrase used to describe the angle the graft has to make while inside the posterior portion of the knee (Johnson, 2003). The tibial inlay technique avoids this sharp turn and the possibility producing abrasion, thinning, and possible elongation of the graft, creating tibial laxity (Weimann et al., 2007). A tibial tunnel that is placed too far superior is likely to fail due to increased stretching and fraying of the tendon repair (Johnson, 2003). Another consideration is whether the replacement PCL will be a single or double bundle repair. If a single bundle repair is conducted then the anterior portion of the PCL bundle will be reconstructed due to its superior size and stiffness compared to the posterior bundle, so after the repair the patient will have only one bundle present. (MacGillivray et al., 2006). However, other studies have indicated that anterior bundle alone failed to restore normal knee joint mobility. The double bundle technique has been thought to restore knee kinematics although current research is inconclusive (Garofalo, Jolles &
Moretti, 2006). Due to the multiple surgical options and no existing operative gold standard, surgical complications are more likely.

A few reasons exist why the inability of surgery restores PCL function completely. One reason complications can occur is that other ligaments can commonly be involved with PCL rupture and also need repair, another is that the PCL has a complex pattern that is exceedingly difficult to replicate, and thirdly, the femoral footprint is large causing a wide variation of tension throughout the knee range of motion (Cooper & Stewart, 2004). A graft that has excess tension during the remodeling phases of tissue maturation may be in an everlastingly stretched position, thus possibly creating residual laxity (Oakes et al., 2002). In addition, surgical placement of the tibial tunnel is difficult and, as stated earlier, is an important factor when considering the outcome of success, and, lastly, there may be development of increased graft stress and elongation (Cooper & Stewart, 2004). The athlete's reason for residual laxity is unknown. In conclusion, some reasons for the laxity may include early range of motion during crucial graft healing time, poor positioning of the femoral tunnel, killer turn complication, or surgical technique. Considering these many reasons, proper rehabilitation protocol has not been defined, thus indicating further research in terms of PCL reconstruction and rehabilitation. Possible research direction could be graft elongation and range of motion timeline to avoid laxity.

**Outcome Research**

Consideration regarding research articles pertaining to surgical and non-surgical treatment variations should be reviewed based on several criteria, including return to participation, length of rehabilitation, surgical outcome data, and patient satisfaction.
According to Shino et al. (1995), conservative treatment should be the initial choice since the level of functional disability rather than the objective instability should be the primary factor in assessment. Another consideration is the long term effects the injury can have on the body if it is not treated; these are increased clinical instability and arthritic changes, although these considerations are debatable due to the lack of researchers' pre injury knowledge of chondral wear patterns (MacGillivray et al., 2006). The proposed case study athlete was not allowed any chance for conservative treatment, but had surgery soon after the injury occurred.

The current surgery options have inconsistent results and do not appear to completely resolve the knee of abnormal posterior laxity (Oakes et al., 2002). A study researched by MacGillivray et al., (2006) suggests no difference between tibial inlay and tunnel technique when comparing the outcomes in posterior drawer, functional testing, Lysholm, Tenger, and American Academy of Orthopedic Surgery (AAOS) knee scores. Research was determined inconclusive when considering double or single bundle techniques. In studies done by Cooper and Stewart (2004), Garofalo et al. (2006), and Nyland, Hester and Caborn (2002), success in PCL reconstruction was found in both single and double bundle techniques. Conservative treatment is suggested to be effective when no other knee structures are involved and no PCL avulsion is present (Shino et al., 1995, Dandy & Pusey, 1982). With conservative treatment a decrease in activity is warranted: 65% of the injured people are limited in activities, 90% have knee pain during activity, 43% have knee pain when walking, and 45% have swelling present (Shino et al., 1995).
Since only the PCL was damaged with no other structures harmed, conservative treatment may have benefited the athlete. Research that could compare conservative and surgical treatments is difficult to demonstrate due to independent and dependent variables. No information has linked a specific surgery technique to rehabilitation.

Injury to the PCL and possibly other structures is possible when the knee is at 90°, the foot is planter flexed, and a force is at the proximal tibia (Petrigliano & McAllister, 2006). Football is the most common sport for PCL injury, and rupture can also occur if the knee makes contact with the dashboard (Petrigliano & McAllister). A detailed anatomy of the knee is important so all damaged structures can be identified and a holistic view for treatment can be decided. Treatment options include surgical or conservative protocols; the conservative route will involve the patient wearing a straight leg brace for two weeks; increasing ROM and quadriceps strength should also be improved with return to play in 4-6 weeks. Surgical options include tibial inlay and tibial tunnel, double bundle or single bundle, and autograft or allograft. A standard treatment for surgical repair has not yet been identified; therefore, no rehabilitation protocols have been developed.
Methods

The purpose of this study will be to present a case study of a 24-year old male football player who ruptured his PCL while receiving a pass; the research will further provide information regarding treatment options, surgical procedures, and potential complications encountered in rehabilitation. The following five sections will include discussion about the participant, procedures, and research design.

Participant

The patient who injured his PCL is a 24-year old male senior football player. The patient jumped off the ground to catch the football and landed on his flexed knee. The athlete was evaluated by a certified athletic trainer on the field and was also evaluated by an orthopedic surgeon. He received surgery 8 days after injury with complications during his rehabilitation that were unexpected; these complications included tibial screw transfixation pain, prolonged incision healing, and posterior residual laxity. The complications may be attributed to lack of knowledge about the possible surgical outcomes. The participant was chosen for this study because PCL reconstruction is rare, and there were unforeseen complications over a seven month period. These complications have not been noted in the literature with the exception of residual laxity and may have implications for continued participation. The patient was asked permission to participate in the study two months post operation and agreed; the patient also gave permission to the researcher for access to medical records. Prior to acquisition of medical records, the human subjects approval was sought (Appendix A). Consent was
given to the researcher to access all medical records for this patient including: orthopedic and surgical reports, diagnostic reports, x-ray, and MRI film.

Research Design

This particular case study is a descriptive case study design, and was chosen for a few reasons; one reason was the daily contact the researcher had with the patient, as a health care provider this allowed detailed medical notes and observations. Two, there were multiple specific complications consisting of tibial screw transfixation pain, prolonged healing of incisions, and residual laxity of the knee joint. Three, the descriptive nature of the study was chosen to better understand this injury phenomenon due to its rarity and complexities.

Procedure

This case examined the participant’s medical records, Subjective, Objective, Assessment, Plan (SOAP) notes, and literature regarding PCL ruptures. SOAP notes are medical records that include but are not limited to girth measurements, modalities used to treat symptoms, patient attitude, and progress made. At the request of the athletic trainer the athlete was asked to retrieve his medical documentation and provided the athletic trainer with the information, these documents included orthopedic diagnoses, pre and post surgical notes as well as operative notes. The researcher was responsible for the information contained in the medical records for review, categorization, and analysis. The medical documentations were requested for a better understanding of the injury and to understand fully the techniques used to repair the rupture. The medical reports were used to create a timeline of events of the injury beginning with the initial injury; the
Timeline was a daily and summative outline of the medical treatment. Daily occurrences were phrased in outline format on a timeline sheet; they were then used to create time blocks of like information. The like blocks of information were used to create a text of summative information that was compared and contrasted with current literature. In addition to the timeline and time blocks, the summative information was used to write an article for the *Journal of Athletic Training (JAT)*, and the summative categories were based on requirements for the *JAT* for publication.

Ebsco host was used to access research related to PCL ruptures and the possible complications for comparison and contrast of the current PCL case with past literature. The criteria for the articles were anatomical characteristics, diagnosis, treatment, surgical technique, and outcomes from surgical procedure. The journals included, but not limited to *The American Journal of Sports Medicine, Sports Medicine and Arthroscopy Review, The Journal of Arthroscopic and Related Surgery*, and *The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery*.

*Case Study Design*

This particular case study is a descriptive case study design, and was chosen for a few reasons; one reason was the daily contact the researcher had with the subject, which allowed for detailed medical notes and observations. Two, the single patient has had multiple specific complications such as tibial screw transfixation pain, prolonged incision healing, and residual knee laxity. Three, the descriptive nature of the study was chosen to better understand this injury phenomenon due to its rarity and complexities. The case study design allows for exploration of a specific event about a person (Merriam, 1988).
Multiple methods of data collection were used for this case study, which is another characteristic of the case study design method. A definition of a case study that describes this particular case study well is “the examination of an instance in action” (Merriam). Examination of the situation has occurred by ATCs, orthopedics, and the participant himself starting at the time of injury until the athlete returned to play. Because multiple levels of knowledge have been used throughout the investigation, an important method of data collecting has evolved and is termed triangulation; using this technique allows for multiple conformations establishing a stronger validity (Merriam).

Case Study Analysis

Milestones of the case will be placed into a timeline and evaluated by the researcher, an orthopedic surgeon with 10 years experience, an ATC with 10 years of experience, and the patient himself. The evaluators independently reviewed the case and then met to assess both the daily and summative medical information for consistencies and inconsistencies of the timeline treatment regime and articulation with current literature to begin triangulation of the data. Triangulation is an important case study characteristic because it uses multiple sources to confirm the findings of the research (Merriam, 1988). Based on the reviewer consensus, an article for publication to the Journal of Athletic Training according to their authors’ guild will be compiled (Appendix B). The case study article requirement categories are: objective, background, differential diagnosis, treatment, uniqueness, conclusions, and key words, this information will precede a 300 word abstract. Upon completion of the manuscript, the athlete will be
requested to read the article as a method of member checking. Any inconsistencies will be rectified and the article will be amended as needed.

Summary

This case study is presented in a case study format and allows for knowledge development relating to PCL reconstruction. The athletic trainer was directly involved in the data collection; the collection was made possible through medical files and literature research.
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APPENDIX A. Consent Form

Agreement to Participate in Research

Responsible Investigator: Ashley Vogds, San Jose State University Graduate Student

Title of Protocol: Rehabilitation of a PCL Reconstruction: A Case Study

I, ________________________________, volunteer to participate in the research project entitled Surgical Complications in a PCL Reconstruction to be conducted at San Jose State University under the direction of Leamor Kahanov, Ed.D. The procedures have been explained to me and I understand them. They are as follows: the purpose of the study is to exam the surgical outcome and possible complications of PCL reconstruction. The task involves viewing orthopedic and surgical notes, documenting milestones and changes taking place throughout the rehabilitation and return to play events. I understand that this consent and data may be withdrawn at any time without penalty. I have been given the right to ask questions, and my questions, if any, have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that no risks are anticipated with this case study. I understand there will be no direct benefits to myself or to those conducting the case study research. I understand no compensation for my participation in the study will be made. Although the results of this study may be published, data that could identify me will be kept confidential. At no time will service of any kind be jeopardized if I choose not to participate.

Questions about this case study can be directed to Ashley Vogds (414) 530-9338. Complaints about the research may be directed to the department chair Shirley Reekie (408) 924-3010.
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